ECIS 2014 – Submission Dates and Guidelines

A. Important dates for authors

Open for Online Submissions

The ECIS 2014 submissions website is open from November 1, 2013 until December 8, 2013. All submission types (completed research papers, research-in-progress papers, teaching cases, prototypes, and panels) must adhere to the submission guidelines outlined in this webpage. No submissions (except panels) will be accepted after midnight Central European Time (GMT+1), December 8, 2013. Submissions can only be done online through the submission system on the website.

Please note that this is a strict deadline; there will be no extensions granted either as a whole or to individual submitters.

Author Notification Date

Authors will be notified as to whether their submission was accepted, conditionally accepted, or rejected by March 3, 2014.

Authors Revisions Due Date

Authors must have their final submissions submitted by March 30, 2014.

Early Bird Registration Due Date

At least one author of every accepted submission must register for the conference by the Early Bird registration date, which is April 16, 2014.

Author presentations at ECIS 2014

At least one author of every accepted submission must register for ECIS 2014 and be prepared to present their papers in Tel Aviv at any time during the conference (Monday June 9, to Wednesday June 11). Failure to comply with this requirement may result in a paper’s withdrawal from the ECIS 2014 Proceedings.

B. General Submission Requirements

Tracks

All papers need to be submitted to one – and only one -- of the 24 tracks that constitute the ECIS 2014 program:

01 Digital Work, Digital Life (conference theme)
02 Advancing Theories and Theorizing in IS Research
03 Alternative Genres
04 Business Intelligence and Knowledge Management
Submission Types

ECIS 2014 invites five types of submissions:

- Completed Research Papers
- Research-in-Progress Papers
- Teaching Cases (submitted to Teaching Cases Track only)
- Prototypes
- Panels (please note: submission deadline for panels is March 5, 2014; please submit via email to Edgar Whitley <E.A.Whitley@lse.ac.uk>)

Maximum limit of submissions

The ECIS Standing Committee has established a maximum limit of 3 submissions per author (including coauthored papers). Any submissions beyond this limit by a given author, will be eliminated from the review process (i.e. fourth and further papers will be identified based on date and time of submission).

Language

English is the language of the conference and of all submissions.

Originality

Submissions to ECIS 2014 must be original; submissions cannot have been published or accepted in a journal or other conference proceedings, nor presented at another conference. Furthermore, papers
may not be under consideration for publication or presentation elsewhere at the time of submission to ECIS 2014.

**Template/formatting**

All submissions must use the Word submission template provided on the ECIS 2014 website. Instructions for using the template and formatting the submission are provided in the ECIS 2014 template document itself. Submissions should consist of only one file containing all text, figures, tables and references. Files that do not conform to the ECIS template will not be considered for review.

The electronic review system will only accept files in Adobe’s PDF format. Authors are expected to convert their papers to this file format prior to submission.

**Submission Length**

Each type of submission has specific page length requirements. See the requirements specific to each submission type to learn about the specific page lengths. Please note that neither the cover page (which includes title, keywords and abstract) nor the list of references are included in the page count. However, all text, images, tables and appendices must be within the page limit. Any submission that exceeds page length limits will be eliminated from the review process.

**How to Submit**

All papers must be submitted through the ECIS 2014 electronic submission system. Instructions on how to access this system will be available by November 1, 2013. Submissions that are emailed to either the conference or track chairs will not be accepted.

Please note, that pre- or post-ECIS workshops are not to be submitted through the ECIS 2014 electronics submission system.

**Anonymizing Submissions**

Authors name(s) should not appear in the body of the paper (including the abstract). Eliminate references to your institutions, your sponsors, your unpublished work and your published work if these references will identify any author. To aid in making your paper anonymous, leave Acknowledgements blank until the final version is prepared for the Proceedings.

**Review Process**

All submissions will be pre-screened for conformity with submission guidelines and for overall appropriateness for the conference. Papers that pass the initial screening processes will be double-blind reviewed.

**Publication of proceedings**

All submissions accepted for presentation at ECIS 2014 (including completed research, RIP, prototypes, teaching cases, and panels) will be published in the AIS library where also the proceedings of previous
years are stored (http://aisel.aisnet.org/ecis/). The proceedings are included in the main indexes and search engines.

Copyright

Copyright is retained by the authors. By submitting the final paper to the conference organizers, the authors agree to allow the conference organizers to have non-exclusive use of the material for publication in the various modalities of the conference proceedings. Authors are encouraged to develop their papers for journal publication after the conference. Several tracks are sponsored by journals that will offer to authors of selected papers fast-track submission opportunity or post-conference workshop participation.

Completed Paper Presentations

The conference rooms in which paper presentations are held will be equipped with power and a beamer to which authors can connect their laptop or tablet. However, authors should not count on Internet access in these rooms.

Research-in-Progress and Prototype Presentations

Prototypes and some research-in-progress will be presented as posters. Authors can count on the presentation space having power tables and power outlets, as well as boards to pin posters on, but they should not expect Internet access.

C. Requirements For Each Submission Type

In addition to the general submission requirements outlined above, there are specific requirements for each submission type. These are identified below:

Requirements: Completed Research Papers

Completed research papers should have completed analyses and documentation of results.

Review Criteria for Completed Research Papers:

- Topic is relevant to a track’s theme
- Objectives are clear and well-described
- Paper is written clearly
- Paper will draw an audience
- Paper is well organized and flows logically
- Literature review is appropriate
- Methodology is appropriate (if relevant)
- Analyses are appropriate (if relevant)
- Evidence supports authors’ arguments (if relevant)
- Paper makes a useful contribution
Completed research papers must not exceed twelve (12) single-spaced pages and must conform to the ECIS 2014 submission template. The 12 pages must include all text, figures, tables, and appendices. The cover page, abstract, keywords, and references are excluded from this page count.

**Requirements: Research-in-Progress Papers**

Research-in-progress (RIP) papers typically describe work that is as yet incomplete, but promising. Accepted RIP papers will be presented in an interactive format, either as posters or round-table discussions during ECIS 2014. The papers will appear in the ECIS 2014 Proceedings.

Depending on the presentation format the track chairs recommend for a given RIP paper, the paper’s authors will either be required to bring a poster-size presentations (in LARGE TYPE format of A0/A1 format) for display at the poster session, or about 10 copies of a hand-out (e.g., a one-page extended abstract, two pages of power-point slides or a printout of a theoretical model in diagrammatic form) to support the discussion of the RIP in a round-table format. Additional information on both presentation formats is forthcoming.

**Review Criteria for Research-in-Progress Papers:**

- Topic is relevant to a track’s theme
- Objectives are clear and well-described
- Paper is written clearly
- Paper will draw an audience
- Paper is well organized and flows logically
- Literature review is appropriate
- Methodology is appropriate (only if relevant)
- Analyses are appropriate (only if relevant—many RIP papers may not yet have data to analyze)
- Evidence supports authors’ arguments (if relevant)
- Paper makes a useful contribution or has the potential to make a contribution

Research-in-progress papers must not exceed seven (7) single-spaced pages and must conform to the ECIS 2014 submission template as per the instructions document. The 7 pages must include all text, figures, tables, and appendices. The cover page, abstract, keywords, and references are excluded from this page count.

**Requirements: Teaching Cases**

We invite the submission of teaching cases that are useful to the field as pedagogical materials. Such cases should be current and topical, deal with interesting technologies and organizational situations, and contain a “teachable moment.” Teaching cases must include a teaching note when originally submitted, as both case and the teaching note will be reviewed. Teaching notes will not be included in the ECIS Proceedings, but rather should be made available by the authors upon request from instructors interested in adopting the case.

Teaching cases may only be submitted to the Teaching Cases track.
Review Criteria for Teaching Cases:

- **Case clarity:** The case is clearly written and readable for a student audience
- **Issue identification and development:** The key issues in the case (e.g., the questions a protagonist grapples with or the problem that he/she needs to solve) are clearly articulated and understandable by a student reader
- **Completeness:** The case includes the information necessary for conducting an appropriate analysis of the issue(s) raised
- **Relevance:** The case addresses a current topic of importance to current IS practice. By working through the case, the students will gain some practice-relevant insights about contemporary IT-related decisions in organizations
- **Interest:** The case is presented in a way that maintains the students’ interest. It articulates a clear narrative arch and story-line, as well as compelling characters with which student can empathize and into whose shoes they can step
- **Effectiveness of exhibits and appendices:** The case exhibits and appendices are helpful to the student and useful for teaching the case

Review Criteria for the Teaching Note:

- **Learning objectives:** The teaching note will articulate the learning objectives and provide an overview of the types of classes in which the case could be fruitfully taught
- **Discussion questions:** The teaching note will outline relevant discussion questions that will guide students in their preparation for class discussion. The questions are in a logical, sequential order (e.g., following the sequence of events, going from high-level to detailed concepts)
- **Answers to discussion questions:** The teaching note answers each of the discussion questions, providing the instructor with insight into what kinds of responses he/she can expect to each question. Additionally, the optimal answer to each question is spelled out
- **What happened next?** To the extent possible, the teaching note outlines what decisions the case company did make and/or what happened next in the case organization
- **Literature integration:** The authors present concepts, models, frameworks, news reports, etc. from the existing literature to help instructors provide student with lasting conceptual tools by demonstrating their application to the case analysis
- **Teaching plan:** The teaching note outlines a teaching plan that articulates the sequence in which the case discussion should proceed and how much time should be spent on each part of the discussion
- **Overall utility:** The information provided is developed well enough to help an instructor to both prepare for and teach the case

The teaching case must not exceed fourteen (14) single-spaced pages (incl. all text, figures and appendices) and the teaching note must not exceed five (5) single-spaced pages. The cover page, abstract, keywords, and references are excluded from these page limits. Both the teaching case and teaching note must conform to the ECIS 2014 submission template.
**Requirements: Prototypes**

ECIS 2014 invites a new type of paper submission: the prototype. Prototypes are technical solutions (e.g., a piece of software and/or a hardware device) that were developed in response to a specific practical problem.

Prototype papers need to provide reviewers with insight into (1) the problem that the system solution addresses, including prototype’s design objectives, (2) why this is a problem that requires the development of a new prototype, i.e., why prior theory and practice is not sufficient, (3) what the prototype solution looks like (e.g., images, screenshots), (4) what contribution to extant theory and/or practice this prototype makes (i.e., beyond the prototype itself), and (5) how the authors plan to present the prototype (e.g., what technological infrastructure would be needed).

At ECIS, prototype presentations will take the form of system demonstrations. These demonstrations can take the form of (a) a live demonstration of the technology, (b) videos showing the prototype in use, (c) posters illustrating and explaining the prototype, or (d) any combination of these three modalities. The presenters are asked to bring all needed equipment to the conference (laptops for the videos; posters; potential hardware / device prototypes). Only AC sockets are provided in the showroom. In an effort to foster an interactive atmosphere, authors are asked to present their prototypes in not more than 5 minutes.

**Review Criteria for Prototype Papers:**

- Challenges tackled in and solutions provided by prototype are relevant to the conference in general and to the track specifically. Design objectives are clear and well-described
- Prototype is clearly described/illustrated
- The prototype solves a compelling organizational or technical problem in a unique and superior manner
- The solution manifest in the prototype is state-of the art and elegant. It represents a contribution to the extant theory and/or practice
- Presentation of prototype at conference is technically feasible
- Prototype presentation will draw an audience

Prototype papers must not exceed seven (7) single-spaced pages and must conform to the ECIS 2014 submission template as per the instructions document. The 7 pages must include all text, figures, tables, and appendices. However, if page-size screen shots are necessary, authors are permitted three (3) extra pages of appendices for screen shots only. The cover page, abstract, keywords, and references are excluded from this page count.

**Requirements: Panels**

The best panels are amongst the most memorable events in a conference. Unlike papers, which can always be read after the conference, panels provide a unique interactive forum and dialogue to
deliberations by bringing together leading academics to discuss and debate timely and critical issues of interest to the field.

To achieve this goal panels need to be carefully designed. They are not just four short linear presentations of small papers. In contrast, they need to bring together a range of different—possibly controversial—perspectives on the topic in an arrangement that opens up the topic under consideration in a structured manner and allows for a wide-ranging debate including active contributions from the audience.

*What makes a successful panel proposal?*

Panel proposals should be able to answer these questions.

1) **Focus of panel:** What is the theme of the panel? What is the target audience? What will they get from attending the panel?

   It is often helpful to present the theme of the panel in the form of a question or a set of questions (with a non-trivial answer).

2) **Panelists:** Who are the panelists? Why have they been selected for the panel? Who is going to chair the panel and ensure that it runs successfully?

   Given that the best panels will include diverse viewpoints, we would expect panelists to be drawn from a number of different institutions / countries and with views that are different and possible controversial. Typically successful and widely attended panels include some ‘stars’ in the field. However, filling the panel just with some heavy weight names is not the best recipe—a balance must be sought to offer new voices and novel perspectives on the topic. Make also sure that panelists can present their ideas in a clear, communicable way.

3) **Structure of panel:** How will the panel be structured? Will the panel be presented as a debate between ‘opposing’ positions or will it consist of ‘alternative’ positions on the panel theme? How long will each presentation take? How much time will be left for audience participation? Typically it is a good idea to allow half of the time for a dialogue with the audience.

   One possible structure includes basing the panel on a series of questions that each panelist will answer from their own perspective or structuring the panel around the different perspectives on the topic. Another is to build the panel around narratives or working on concrete examples or cases, which are accounted for from multiple perspectives.

*Submission instructions*
Please submit panels by March 5, 2014 (at midnight CET), via email to Edgar Whitley <E.A.Whitley@lse.ac.uk>.

The panels will be assessed in terms of the three questions listed above. As such, panel proposers are expected to submit a document in two parts. The first part (max 3 pages) will be used for the evaluation of the proposal and should explain the rationale of the panel design as well as providing a detailed timeline for the various parts of the panel (assume a 90 minute duration for the panel). As the choice of panelists is integral to the design of the panel, panel proposals should not anonymized. Instead, brief biographies of all proposed panelists should be included including motivation for their inclusion in the panel.

The second part of the document (max 2 pages) is the version that would appear in the proceedings. This should include a description of the panel theme including details of why the panel will be of interest to conference attendees, details of the panelists (including biographies) and a high level version of the timeline.

By submitting the panel proposal, the organizers are confirming that, if selected, all panelists will register for and attend the conference.

The panel proposal must not exceed five (5) single-spaced pages and must conform to the ECIS 2014 submission template. The 5 page count must include all text, figures, tables, and appendices. Abstract, keywords, and references are excluded from this page count.